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Abstract 
Subramanian, K.G., R. Siromoney and L. Mathew, Lyndon trees, Theoretical Computer Science 106 
(1992) 373-383. 
Lyndon trees are introduced as a generalization of Lyndon words, and the basic properties studied. 
A correspondence between the sets of Lyndon words and Lyndon trees is established. A unique 
factorization theorem for factoring a tree in terms of Lyndon trees is proved. As an application of 
this result, a public key cryptosystem for trees is constructed, for which encryption and decryption 
are easy but cryptanalysis is hard. 
1. Introduction 
Lyndon words have been extensively studied [ 1,4,5], since their use in factorizing 
a word over an ordered alphabet was first demonstrated by Chen, Fox and Lyndon. 
More recently, Nivat [6] has extended the concept of codes over the set of words to 
tree codes. Motivated by these, we introduce in this paper the concept of Lyndon 
trees. We study the basic properties of Lyndon trees and establish a unique factoriz- 
ation theorem for factorizing a tree in terms of Lyndon trees. 
Trees are often used in database systems for organizing information. They have 
applications in several fields, including pattern matching and sorting. Although there 
are various ways of representing trees in the form of strings and vice versa it may be 
more convenient to encrypt the information available in the form of a tree directly. 
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Hence, we construct in the latter part of the paper a tree public key cryptosystem 
based on the unique factorization theorem proved earlier. 
The idea of a public key cryptosystem (PKC) was first introduced by Diffie and 
Hellman. In a PKC, the encryption key is made public while the decryption key 
depending on a “trapdoor” function is kept secret. This ensures that encryption and 
decryption are easy but cryptanalysis is hard. 
Although the PKCs originally proposed were based on number-theoretic results, 
quite a few [S, 9, 1 l] have recently been proposed, based on formal language theory 
motivated by the paper of Salomaa and Yu [7] on a PKC based on iterated 
morphisms. The tree public key cryptosystem introduced in this paper is an extension 
of the one for Lyndon words [9]. 
2. Lyndon trees 
Let D= { 1,2}. A binary tree T over D is the graph associated with a subset of D* 
which is closed under left factoring. The elements of T are the vertices of the graph 
while the set of edges is {(f,fi)/Jfi~T, i= 1,2). In other words, each tree corres- 
ponds with its set of vertices enumerated in lexicographic order. The vertex E is called 
the root of T. 1f.L YET such that g =,fi, fis called the father of g while g is the right son 
or left son off according as i= 1 or i= 2. ,f 1 is called the left brother off2 which in 
turn is the right brother of f 1. Those vertices in T which have no sons are called 
leaves. The set of leaves is called the frontier of T and is denoted by 6( T). The distance 
from vertex f to vertex g, if it exists, is the number m such that j=father”(y). The 
height of a tree is the maximum of the distances from its root to the leaves. We denote 
by T' the set of trees of height n. T + is the set of nonempty trees and t* is the set of 
trees. r’={A1,A,,Arr), where A 1, A 2, A I z are the trees in Example 2.1. 
Example 2.1. The example is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
A, = 
/ 
corresponds to ( ~,l 
A2 = corresponds to ( ~,2 I. 
A12 = 
i/\ 
corresponds to ( s,1,2 ). 
A corresponds to (~,1,11,12,2,21,22). 
Fig. I 
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We write T= T1 +f TZ if T= T, u f T, as sets of vertices, T1 n f T2 = { f } and 
f~s(T,), where T1, TZe~*. A subtree T’ of a tree T is a tree whose vertex set T’ is 
a subset of T. For TET* and f~s(T) we denote by wr(f) or w(f) the subtree 
w(f)=To+f, T,+fiTz+...+fnT,, such that J+lEd(f;Ti), where TiES’ (Odidn), 
f~6(fnT”) and g=fi jewr(f) if gET, j= 1,2. 
Let CJ be a morphism mapping r1 to the set of symbols {A1,A2,A12). Then 
o(w(f))= TOT, . . . T, is a unique word over the alphabet A1,A2,Ai2. Hence, we use 
lexicographic ordering over this set to order trees of the type described above. 
Let T and T’ be two trees such that 6(T)=(f,,f,,...,f,} and 6(T’)= 
{fi,fl,..., fl). TX T’ if either 
(i) 6(T)c6(T’) or 
(ii) w(f.-i)=w(fn:-i)forallO<i<kandw(f,-k)<W(fnl’-k)forsomek,<min(n,n’). 
If T is a tree and fED* then the translate f T of T is given by 
f T=ifglgETh 
Similarly, we define the translate f -I T as 
f -lT={g/fgET}. 
Here fg refers to the ordinary concatenation of words f and g. Obviously, 
f-‘fT=Tbutff-‘T=T is usually not true as the example below shows. 
Example 2.2. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The following lemma gives a method of factorizing trees. 
Lemma 2.3 (Nivat [6]). For any tree T and any JET we can factorize T as 
T=(T-fD+)+ff -l(T). 
& 
E 
:-I: 
(21)-‘T = 
1 2 
1 2 
21 
T= 11 12 21 
21 
211 212 21(21)-‘T = 
211 212 
2121 
2121 
Fig. 2. 
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Here T-f D ’ is called the initial subtree of T and ff _ ’ ( T) is the terminal subtree 
rooted at f: 
Two trees T and T’ are said to be conjugate if there exist trees X, Y such that 
T=X+fY, f~S(x) and T’= Y+,f’X, f’~6( Y). 
A Lyndon tree is defined as a tree that is strictly less than any of its conjugates. The set 
of Lyndon trees is denoted by 9. 
Proposition 2.4. A Lyndon tree has no subtree which is both initial and terminal 
Proof. Let T be a tree and U a subtree of T which is both initial and terminal, i.e. there 
exist I’, V’ such that 
T= U +f V, f~6( U) and T= V’+,f’ U, f’~b;( V’). 
If we now take T to be Lyndon, 
T< V+g U, g~6( V) and T< U +g’ V’, g’E6( U). 
In particular, with g’=,f we have T-C U +f V’, i.e. U +f V< U +S V’ giving I’< V’. 
Similarly, with g =,f’, we obtain V’ < V which is a contradiction. ci 
Proposition 2.5. A tree is Lyndon @“it is strictly less than any of its proper terminal 
subtrees. 
Proof. Suppose T= U +.f V,fiS( U) and T< V a proper terminal subtree. 
U +fV< V+ g U for all gE6( V) and, hence, T is Lyndon. To prove the converse, let 
T be Lyndon and V a proper terminal subtree. Since V is not a proper initial subtree 
by Proposition 2.4, V< T= U +fV implies I’+gU < U +fV for all gEb( U) which is 
a contradiction. 0 
Hence, we have: 
Let W= A’+fU +f ‘A” with A’, A”ET~, and UEZ* and W~6p for f+zG(A’): 
fsS(fU). Then WC A” and A’< A”. (1) 
Proposition 2.6. Let T=U+fV, YES und U, V~4v. TEE #UC V. 
Proof. If TEA, then U < U +,f‘V < V. 
Conversely, let S be a proper terminal subtree of T. Then S is of one of the forms, 
U’, V’, U’ +f’ V or S = V, where U’ and V’ are proper terminal subtrees of U and V, 
respectively, and f ‘E6( U’). If S = U ‘, U < U’ and U’ is not a proper initial subtree of U. 
Hence, U +f V < U ‘. 
Similarly, if S= V, V< V and, hence, U +fV< V< V’. When S is of the form 
U’+f’V,U+f‘V<U’+f’Vsince U<U’.Hence,inallcases U+fV<S j TEE. 0 
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Corollary 2.7. Let U, VEY, U < V and 
T=U+fiU+f2Ci+.“+fk-lU+,fkV+.“+fk+k’-1 v; 
JE~(~;-I U) for idk and &S(&I V) ,for i>k. 
For k,k’> 1, TE~P. 
As a particular case of the above property, we have for WE_%‘, AEZ’, k> 1 
and WcA, 
W+fI W+ ... +fk W+fAEy. (2) 
Proposition 2.8. Let UE?*, VET+, T= U +f V,,fES(U) and TEY. [f AET1, V< A and 
W= U +.fA then WEY. 
Proof. We assume that UET+. Let S be a proper terminal subtree of W. It is of the 
form U’ or U’+gA, where U’ is a proper terminal subtree of U and U’# U: 
U< U’< U’+gA. 
U’+g Vis a proper terminal subtree of W. Since TE_Y, we have T= U +fV< U’+g V. 
Since V< A we have T< U +gA. Since U’ is not an initial subtree of U+,f A, 
W-c U’+gA. Hence, by Proposition 2.5 WEY. 0 
We denote by 9 the set of prefixes of Lyndon trees 
Y={ WI WET+ and W+ft*nY#@,.f&?( W)}. 
We denote by b’=~U~T/T=A+flA+~~~+.f,A,A~~‘, ~E~(&IA), n31). We 
have Ip c 9’. 
Lemma 2.9. Let T= U +.fA +f’ V’, where &S(U), f’~s(fA), and W= T+f; T+ 
. . . +fk-1 T+fkU, wherefiES(fi:-IT), l<i<k with AEZ~, k>l, U, VET* and TEY. 
Then the following hold: 
(1) for A’ET’ and A<A’, W+gA’sP’; 
(2) fbr A’= A, W+gA’EP’-9’; 
(3) for A’ET~ and A>A’, W+gA’$Y’. 
Proof. Let AE~’ and A <A’. We have TcD4” and A +f -‘f’ V’< A’. Then by Proposi- 
tion 2.8, U +f-‘f’A’~9. Since TEY and T-c U +.f -‘,f’A, by Corollary 2.7 we have 
W+gA’EY. 
The tree U +f’A is both an initial and terminal subtree of W+f A. Hence, 
W+fA$Y. If T is reduced to AIZ, W+~AES’. Otherwise, we can find A”Ez’ such 
that T-c A”; hence, by (2) w’= T+f; T+ ... +fk T+ gA”EY. Then W+J’A is a prefix 
of Wand, hence, W+~AE~‘. 
Let A’Ez’, with ABA’. For HER* we have W+gA’+f”H<U+fA’+fiH= W. 
Then W is not in Y. Hence, W+gA is not the initial subtree of some Lyndon word. 
Since A’< A, W+JAc$P. This completes the proof. 0 
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Theorem 2.10. Any tree Touer D* can he written in at least one way as the nonincreas- 
iny sum ofLyrtdon trees T= Lo +,fi L1 +,f2 L2 + ... +fn L,,LcS(f; Lj) for some j < i such 
that Lo>L,3L2>... >L,. 
Proof. Since Al, AZ, AIZEY, there is at least one way of writing T as the sum of 
Lyndon trees. We choose a factorization with n minimal as follows: if Li < Lj and 
,fj~6(fi&) we glue Li and Lj at 1; to obtain a single Lyndon tree. 
To prove uniqueness, suppose that 
L,+,1;L,+,f,L,+.~~+~,L,=Lb+.fiL’I+~fiL~+’..+,f;;,Lr:~. 
If, for instance, Lb<L, we have 
for initial subtrees Uj of Li,, j > k. Hence, for any such Uj, Lb -CL;, <Lb, a contradic- 
tion. The result follows by induction. 0 
The process outlined in the beginning of this proof gives us a quadratic time 
algorithm for factorizing a tree into its component Lyndon trees. This decomposition 
is called the standard factorization of the tree T and is denoted by 
SFL(T)=L,+,f,L,+...+,f,L,. 
Proposition 2.11. Let T1 = CJ +.fi VI, T, = U +f2 V2, where fi ,f2# U), .fi #f2. Then 
T= U ifi V+.f; Vz is u Lyndon tree [fl T1 and T2 ure Lyndon trees. 
Proof. Let T1 and T, be Lyndon trees and S be any terminal subtree of T. Then S is of 
one of the forms Vi, Vi or U’ +.fi’ VI +.fi V, with U’, Vi and Vi, respectively, terminal 
subtrees of U, VI and V2. 
Suppose S= Vi is a terminal subtree of T,, T1 = U +f VI < VI. Since T1 is not an 
initial subtree of VI, T= T1 +,fi Vz < V, Similarly, we get T-C V,. 
Now, let S = U ’ +.f;’ VI +,fi V2. Then since Tl is Lyndon and U ’ +f;’ VI is a terminal 
subtree of T,, U +.f; VI -=c U ’ +f;’ VI. Hence, T= U +,fi VI +fi V2 < U’ +fl VI +fi V2. 
Thus, in every case T<S. Hence, T is Lyndon. 
Conversely, let T be a Lyndon tree. Any terminal subtree S of T1 is of the form 
U1 +,fi V, or Vi with U 1 and Vi terminal subtrees of U and VI, respectively. Let 
S = Vl’. Since S is a terminal subtree of T, U +fi V+fi V, <S. However, since T is not 
an initial subtree of S we obtain T1 <S. 
Let S = U 1 +.f;’ VI. Since T is Lyndon U +fi VI +f2 V2 < U 1 +f~’ VI +f; V2, i.e. 
U +,fi VI < U 1 +fi VI, i.e. T1 <S. Hence, T1 is Lyndon. Similarly, we can obtain that 
T2 is Lyndon. 0 
Proposition 2.12. Jf T= T,+.f, T1 +.f; T,+ ... +,fnT,,,,fi+lEb(hTi) and TiEZ1 then T 
is a Lyndon tree Qf the bvord a(T)= To T, . . T,, over the alphabet {A,, AZ, Alz} 
(A, <A,< All) is a Lyndon word. 
Proof. Let T be a Lyndon tree of the above form and S be any terminal subtree 
of T. Then S=Ti+fi-‘[,~+~Ti+l+...+f~T~] for some ldidn and T<S implies 
a(T) < a(S). Hence, a( T) is a Lyndon word. Retracing the above steps we find that the 
converse is also true. C: 
Proposition 2.13. Let TEE*. Then T is a Lyndon tree iflo( w(,f‘)) is a Lyndon tree for 
each fsS( T). 
Proof. The proof follows as an immediate result of Proposition 2.11 and Proposition 
2.12. 0 
This gives us a method for a linear time factorization of a tree T by utilizing Duval’s 
algorithm [l] with a slight modification. We start the algorithm at the root and 
everytime we encounter the hyperedge AIZ we push the current values of i,j and 
k onto a stack and proceed with the left branch until it has been completely factorized. 
We then return to .412 and resume the values i, j, k from the top of the stack while 
proceeding onto the right branch. 
A terminal subtree V of T is a maximal terminal Lyndon subtree if, for any other 
subtree V’ of T, V< V’ implies V’ is not Lyndon. Similarly, we define maximal initial 
subtree. 
Proposition 2.14. Let TET and SFL( T)= W, +f, WI + ... +fn W,,. The,followiny prop- 
erties hold: 
(1) W,,, is the least terminal subtree of T; 
(2) W,,, is the maximal terminal subtree of T in 9’; 
(3) W, is the maximal initiul subtree of T in 2. 
Proof. Let S be a terminal subtree of T. Then it has the form Wi: +Jl Wi, + ... + 
,jc Wi,, where W/” is a nonempty terminal subtree of Wi. Since Wioi,EY, Wi:> u/i,,. 
Then Wi:> Wi,,> ... > W,,,. Hence, W,,, is minimal. This proves (1). 
Assume that W, is a proper terminal subtree of S. Then iO < n and Wi: <S. 
Therefore, W, < S and S is not in Y. This proves (2). 
Let U be a prefix of W. It has the form 
Ui= Wo+J, Wi,-t”‘+.fi, Wi,+.fi,+~ Wi\+,+ ‘.‘+,fi,W/k, 
with Wi:+, . . . W& nonempty initial subtrees of Wi,+ I . . . Wi,, if U 3 WI and 
lj+l,..., &al. Therefore, Wi’,+,< Wi,,, < W, and W, < U. Then U is not in 9’. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Proposition 2.15. Let TES+ and W, be the maximal prejx qf W= W,+f W’ which is 
in 6”. We have SFL( W)= W,+fSFL( W’). 
Proof. Let SFL( W’)= WI +.f2 W, + ‘.. +fn W,. Since W,+f WI+_9 we have from 
Proposition 2.5 that W,> W,. Hence, SFL( W)= W,+fSFL( W’). 0 
Proposition 2.16. Let T=( U+.f‘A +.f” I/‘), .fES(U,, .f“E&fA), AEZl and 
W= T+f, T+,f2T+ ... +.fbT+,f;U +,f;A+,f;H, ,f,:~6(,/1-1 Ti-I), with U, v,H~s*, 
A, A’Es’ und TEY. Let WI = W,= ... = Wq= T. We have that 
SFL(( T+.f; T+ ... +,f;T,+,f;‘U)= W, +.f; WI+ .‘. +f, W,+,f;SFL( U) 
und ,fiw A > A ‘. 
SFL( U’)= W, +,/; W,+ ... +f; W,+,f;‘SFL( U +,f;A+f‘;H). 
Proof. Since a Lyndon tree has no proper initial and terminal subtree the longest 
prefix of T+f, T-t ... +,fyT+,f‘l) U is a prefix of T. Hence, it is T. 
From Lemma 2.3 we have 
SFL( T+,f; T+ ... +,i;‘U)= W, +.f’, SFL( T-t ... +.f;T+,f;‘U). 
The proof is now completed by the induction on q. Assume that A > A’. From Lemma 
2.9. WE_!?. Hence, the longest initial subtree of W which is in Y is a prefix of 
T+,f; Tf ... +.fq T+,fl’U. Applying the same arguments as before, we obtain the 
required proof. E 
We denote by minsuf( W) the minimal nonempty terminal subtree of WET+. 
Proposition 2.17. Lrt U +,f’k’~Y’ \vifh U, I.?ET +. Tlwn minsuf( U) is cm initiul subtree 
01’ u. 
Proof. Let S=minsuf( U). We have Sd II. If Sf U and S is not a prefix of U, then 
S +fV< U +,fK Since U +,f’li~Y we have U +,f’V< S +.f” V. Then S is an initial 
subtree of U. n 
Proposition 2.18. Let W he defined LIS in Proposition 2.16. Let S+,f’A he the minimul 
terminul suhtree of‘ U +j’A. TEE ,fdlo~c?q statements hold: 
(1) $A<A’, minsuf(T4+,1;‘C~+,f;‘A’)=TY+,I’;U+f;lA’; 
(2) !/‘A= A’. minsuf( Tq+,f;)U +,/YA’)=minsuf( U +J’A); 
(3) fA>A’, minsuf(T4+f;lU+,f’ZA’)=minsuf(S+,f“H) whatever HET+. 
Proof. For A < A’ it follows from Lemma 2.9 that Tq +,/‘I’ U +,f;’ AC_!?. This gives (1). 
For A = A’ the last term in the factorization of TY+,f;’ U +,f? A is the last in 
SFL( U +fA). Hence, (2) holds. 
For A > A’ the last term in the standard factorization of Tq +,f~’ U +f2’A is the 
last in the factorization of U +f;‘U +,f;A+,f{H by Proposition 2.15. Hence, min- 
suf ( Tq +J;’ U +,f;’ A +,f;‘H ) = minsuf ( U i-j;’ ’ (,f’ A +,fi H ). Let S’ be a terminal sub- 
tree of U such that SZS’. We have S+,f‘A<S’+,f”A, i.e. S+.fA<S’+J“A+f”H. 
Therefore. S +,f;’ A' +,fi H < S +,fi A +,f’2 A +,f;” H = T’. Then T’ is not the minimum 
terminal subtree of U +f;’ A +,f‘i H. This proves (3). L7 
For WEY-T~ let M=minsuf( W). Then W=L+,f’M. &S(L) with LEAP and 
L < WC M. The couple (L, M) yields a factorization of Win terms of Lyndon words. 
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3. Construction of the PKC 
Let 6p1,Ypz,Y12 be sets of Lyndon trees over D. Since the set Y=9’“,uY4vzu~,2 
is totally ordered, its elements can be arranged in lexicographic order. 
Let B be an edge-labelling alphabet of cardinality much greater than 2 and 
Il/:B *+( Dup) * a morphism which maps each element of B to 1,2 or the empty 
word or to a special symbol u. If G is a graph labelled by elements of B, application of 
$ to G results in edges labelled by I, 2 and with edges e such that $(e) = u having their 
initial and terminal vertices merged. We now construct graphs E corresponding to 
each LEA!, labelled by letters in B such that $ -r(L)= E. Each of the E’s has one node 
labelled t corresponding to the root of L and one or more labelled / (corresponding to 
the leaves). Let 8= 1 E/IC/-‘(L)=E; LEY~ and Bi=&n$-‘(Yi). 
The encryption key consists of the sets Ai and a replacement system ‘3 with rules 
L’-* R such that Ic/( L’) = $( R) [2,3]. The decryption key consists of the morphism 
$ and the correspondence between members of 9 and D. 
4. Encryption 
Let T be the given plaintext tree starting from the root and moving from vertex in 
lexicographic order. We replace each element in T' by an element in 8. During 
replacement of edges, we ensure that the glueing of the graphs replacing two adjacent 
edges is carried out by attaching the root of the second graph to one of the leaves of 
the first. When the number of Lyndon trees is insufficient to encrypt the entire tree, we 
first divide the tree into convenient subtrees and encrypt them separately making use 
of markers to mark the points where the subtrees will have to be attached later. We 
now make repeated use of the graph rewriting system 3, to complete the encryption 
and obtain the graph encryption G. 
Input: A binary tree T= (,fi , . . ,ji) sets AI, &, G1 z of graphs, a replacement system 9’. 
Procedure (Rewrite G) 
begin 
Replace subgraphs U of G by V such that U-t V is a rule in 3 or vice versa. 
Return G. 
end 
Procedure (Encryption T) 
begin 
forj=l to n do 
if the member of T, rooted at j;= Ti 
replace Ti with a member Ej of 8, with Ej<El~.fhrr fJ 
let t be any positive number 
for k= 1 to t do (Rewrite G) 
Encrypted graph = G 
end 
The above algorithm can be easily seen to take time polynomial in the number of 
vertices in T for implementation. 
5. Decryption 
The original plaintext tree is recovered as follows: We first apply the morphism 
II/ on G to obtain a tree T. Since every tree over D* can be factorized uniquely in terms 
of Lyndon trees, we can use Duval’s method to factorize Tin terms of the members of 
Y’. Now replacing each of these Lyndon trees L by the edge i, where LEY,, we obtain 
the original tree. 
Procedure (Lyndon factorization, T) 
begin 
k=l, r=l 
while k, < II do 
begin 
i=k,+ 1, j=k,+2 
99: case compare 7;:. Tj of 
(1) (Ti<Tj)(i=k,+l;j=j+l;gotO99 
(2) (Ti=Tj)(i=i+1;j=j+1;goto99 
(3) (ai>aj or ,j=n+ 1) do 
100: begin 
r=r+ 1 
k,=k,_,+j-1 
Place marker at join of leaf Tk, and root Tk,+, 
if k, < n goto 100 
end 
end case 
end while 
end 
Procedure (Decryption, G) 
Begin 
Find T= Ic/( G) 
For ./i6( T) 
Do (Lyndon factorization, \v( ,f‘)) 
For,fiEG replace Lj by A,i 
end 
6. Cryptanalysis 
There are a number of possible ways to initiate a cryptanalysis on a cryptosystem of 
this type. 
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The first approach is to find a morphism f that maps the given public cryptosystem 
into a simpler one so that further attacks are facilitated. However, $(u)=$(u) when 
u-+r does not imply that the converse is true. Hence, this type of attack is not likely to 
work for large plaintexts. 
The second possible method of attack involves reducing the size of the graphs by 
removing the dummy edges. However, finding a few dummy edges does not, in 
general, reveal any information about the other edges. In fact, even after all the 
dummy edges have been removed finding the morphism $ is NP-hard, since, by 
Proposition 2.13, this reduces to finding the morphism g in the PKC based on Lyndon 
words. This is shown to be NP-hard in [lo]. 
Finally, it should be noted that the brute force attack is intractable. Moreover, we 
note that the subgraph isomorphism problem is NP-complete. Hence, this enhances 
the difficulty of cryptanalysis. 
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